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The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the editorial and management team;
none of the content is expected to cause hurt or upset, but rather enjoyment and stimulation. We cannot
be held responsible for errors or omissions, nor for unintended human error; but we look forward to serving
you well with our magazine.

EDITORIAL

2
3

As I listened to the Church of Low Furness online service this morning, Psalm 34 was
read, not from the Book of Common Prayer but from an NIV Bible, and the words of verse
4 have echoed in my mind since: "I sought the Lord, and he answered me; he delivered
me from all my fears." I hope that in these very challenging times, these words may have
some resonance with you as well, and that you have been able to stay safe, to remain
occupied and to take a modicum of physical exercise consistent with the advice we have
been given. At this time, we all owe a huge debt of gratitude to those who are caring for
the sick, ensuring thatwe are all fed, aswell asmaintaining a plethora of essential services
that we often take for granted, and are doing this in spite of personal risk and risk to those
with whom they share their lives. Obviously, I can't speak for others, but for me, it is their
love, their humanity together with that of countless others across this counry and thewider
world, that reflect the way in which the Lord has answered my prayers and delivered me
from my fears. I pray that you will be delivered from yours too.
The only part of this edition that has not been written by me is Graham Tate's thoughts

on Footsteps Forward; that you will find on page 14. Graham has invited us to think about
howwemanagewhen the normal pattern of our lives is disrupted. He invites us (mywords
not his ) to wonder whether things will ever be the same again, but also to think about what
we really value, what we want to get back too, but also some things that we might do well
to consign to history. These thoughts concern both our spiritual life in Christ as well as the
day to day aspects of how we communicate with one another. Bishop James discussed
this in a recent communication entitled "ANewNormal" that had a lot of resonance for me.
Lalik and I have a regular, daily facetime video call with our younger son and his family in
Edinburgh. Whilst we value it hugely, Bishop James is absolutely right when he says,
"seeing your children or grandchildren on screen is one thing. Giving them a hug is quite
another, and physical proximity matters." It doesmatter and whilst wemay have to accept
that it could be 2 years or so before we are able to see our other son and his family in the
USA, other than on facetime or "Zoom", I would not want to livemy life isolated from others
for any longer than is absolutely necessary.
Elsewhere I have reflected on Covid-19 from different perspectives, but perhaps the

greatest fun was reading Isaacson's biography of Leonardo da Vinci and encouraging me
to think about Leonardo's painting of the Last Supper in a very different light (P19). Keep
safe and my best wishes to you all.
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Revd. Lucie is currently taking a period of rest on the
recommendation of her doctor. I am sure that youwould all join with
me in wishing her well, and sharing the hope that both the Covid
outbreakandallofuswill in thenear futurebeenteringanew,butvery
challenging, recovery phase.We trust and pray that Luciewill feel re-
empowered to lead our Church Community through that recovery. In
these circumstances I take full responsibility for the absence of Lucie's
contributiuon this month, as I felt it would be inappropriate to either
request or accept a contribution from her in the light of the medical
advice she had received.
Please remember Lucie, Ramsay and their family in your prayers,

with gratitude for all they have done to support our evolving Church
Community in Low Furness, not least by rapidly developing new
patterns of onlineworship (seepage28) thatwe canall share together
at this difficult time.

Editor

WHAT IS ISOLATION ?
With the Covid-19 outbreak we have got used to talking about isolation but when we feel
at our darkest it is, perhaps, helpful to ask ourselves whether we are ever alone. Looking
at this photo that I took last summer I began towonder about this. The author of Psalm 139
had no doubts about it - we are never alone:
6. Whither shall I go then from thy Spirit: or whither shall I go then from thy presence?
7. If I climb up into heaven, thou art there: if I go down to hell, thou art there also.
8. If I take the wings of the morning: and remain in the uttermost parts of the sea;
9. Even there also shall thy hand lead me and thy right hand shall hold me.

Or in the same vein, the words of Richard Rohr, in his book; The Universal Christ ((p17).
God seems to have chosen to manifest the invisible in what we call the "visible," so that
all things visible are the revelation of God's endlessly diffusive spiritual energy. Once a
person recognises that, it is hard to ever be lonely in this world again.

If you need to contact the Vicarage

You can reach Ramsay Lunn on 01229 587200
or

email: lowfurnesschurch@gmail.com

see page 26



Bible Verse of the Month
John 15, 14-15 “14 You are my friends if you do what I command. 15 I no longer call you
servants, because a servant does not know hismaster's business. Instead I have called
you friends, for everything that I learned from my Father I have made known to you."
From lectionary for 14th May 2020.

If ever you have been privileged enough to have someone else put their trust in you
then you will know the joy that the disciples must have experienced in Jesus' words when
he called them friends rather than servants. There is a desire in all of us to serve those we
trust, but it is hard to describe in words the sense of joy that changes a relationship when
those we want to serve express their trust in us in a way that moves our perception of the
relationship from one of service to one of friendship. On the other hand Jesus tells us
exactly what that that sense of joy is; he tells us in oneword, and that word is love. In verse
10 of the same chapter of John's Gospel, Jesus says, "If you keep my commands you will
remain in my love, ...". Then at the end of this particular discourse Jesus defines what that
command is; very simply Jesus says: "This is my command: Love each other". In other
words if we follow Jesus command and love each other, our relationships will change, we
will no longer be servants, we will be friends.

The truth of Jesus' words in this passage is perhaps most clearly seen when we are
faced with a crisis, and crises don't come any bigger than Covid-19. It is in situations like
these when we are each called in different ways to do something for others, that a
relationship which sets out as one of service to others becomes transformed by love, love
that moves that relationship from one of service to one of friendship. That love may be
expressed by firms changing their production lines to manufacture much needed
ventilators, by people helping to make and procure personal protection equipment, by
distributing food to the elderly and to the vulnerable, by raising money for health related
charities, and I couldgoonandon.So thequestion I frequently askmyself iswhy themedia
always give pride of place in their news bulletins to those things that generate fear and
anxiety, such as death rates, criticisms of failings in procurement and implementation of
policies?Whydon't theyheadline thegoodnews; thenewsof individual andcollectiveacts
of love that go above and beyond the relationship of a simple servant? I can't answer that
question, because I don't know the answer. What I do know is that if crises tend to be
deepened by collective fear and anxiety, they are resolved by love. If we ask where Jesus
helps in a crisis like this it is the huge variety of exampleswhere his command to love each
other has beenmet,met by a love that ismuch bigger than any individual or institution, and
it is that lovewhichweneed tounderstand, and toperpetuatebecausebuildingon that love
is a far better protection against the next crisis, than any number of inquests attempting
to point the finger of blame for the last one. (Ed)

Common Worship & BCP Readings for
May 2020 (Year A)

Date Day 1st Reading 2nd Reading 
Sunday 3rd May 

2020 

White 

 
Fourth 
Sunday of 
Easter 
 

 
Acts 2,  
Verses 42-end 

 
John 10, 
Verses 1-10 

Sunday 10th 

May 2020 

White 

 
Fifth Sunday 
of Easter 

 
Acts 7,  
Verses 55-end 

 
John 14, 
Verses 1-14 

Sunday 17th 

May 2020 

White 

 
Sixth Sunday 
of Easter 

 
Acts 17, 
Verses 22-31 

 
John 14 
Verses 15-21 

Sunday 24th 

May 2020 

White 

 
Seventh 
Sunday  
of Easter 

 
Acts 1, 
Verses 6-14 

 
John 17 
Verses 1-11 

Sunday 31st 

May 2020 

Red 

 
Day of 
Pentecost 
(Whit Sunday) 

 
Acts 2, 
Verses 1-21 

 
John 20, 
Verses 19-23 

Sunday 7th 

June 2020 

White 

 
Trinity 
Sunday 

 
2 Corinthians 13, 
Verses 11-end 

 
Matthew 28, 
Verses 16-20 
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Christian writing, books and verse

TITLE: OUT of NOTHING
A Cross-shaped Approach to Fresh Expressions

AUTHOR: ANDREW DUNLOP
PUBLISHER: SCM Press 2018

Excerpt: "Using the fresh expression approach, the
pioneering team are able to tailor what emerges to that
communityby fully immersing in theculture, to someextent
freeing them from preconceived ideas of what church
should look like. Arising from deep listening, they tend to
operate on an incarnational rather than an attractional
missional model. Fresh expressions begin where people
are, rather than encouraging them to come to a place
where the church may set up. Fresh expressions are fully
contextual."

Andrew Dunlop has written an interesting book, in which he describes his experiences
of moving into a "new build" housing estate on the perimeter of Northampton, with a view
to establishing a church community there using a "fresh expressions" approach. It is an
interesting approach and one that is accompanied by an analysis of how using fresh
expressions, does or does not meet a variety of theological models of being church.
In the first chapter, he usefully goes over the statistics that describe the decline both in

church attendance as well as the proportion of the English population claiming affiliation
to a Christian faith. The theory behind potential causes of decline are looked at in an
analytical manner, without necessarily accepting as proven the arguments for any one in
particular, although there is anadmission that theseedsof declinemight bestrongly linked
to the Churches' failure to adapt to the changing needs and lifestyles of twentieth century
western societies. He then goes on to look at the slow but evolving recognition of the need
for change and the development of church planting, the emergence of the Holy Trinity
Brompton (HTB) model, and finally how, in the early years of the current century, the
Mission Shaped Church Report of 2004 had come up with the term "fresh expressions of
church" to encapsulate a new approach. He also notes that the Mission Shaped Church
report recognised that "freshexpressionsattempt todosomethingdifferent fromandmore
contextual than inherited church models, yet do not neglect the tradition of the church".
They are therefore, he feels, a form of church that is not dependent on any preconceived

8 9

pattern or blueprint, but rather they emerge from contempoarary culture, taking into
account patterns of work, leisure, life priorities and social interaction. Perhaps most
importantly fresh expressions are to be established with those who don't "go to church"as
distinct from thosewhoaredisatisfiedwith traditional church.Suchchurcheswill come into
being through principles of listening, service, incarnational mission and making disciples
andwill have thepotential to becomeamatureexpressionof churchshapedby thegospel.
The journey then takes him away from the history and concept of fresh expressions into

a newly formed community ofwhat sounds like predominantlymiddle class families,many
ofwhomhave small children, andunfulfilled aspirations of community. So far sogood, and
it is interesting to read about fresh expressions in a context where the primary need of the
community is spiritual rather than the physical and health needs of many of the poorer
urban communities that others have written about. In the second and third chapters he
begins to ask himself more difficult questions without the reader being entirely sure of the
stage that hasbeen reached inestablishing thenew freshexpression, and it asat thispoint
that I began to feel uneasy about his journey. In the final paragraph of chapter 3, entitled
"WhatMakes aChurch?" he concludes that what is beginning to emerge from the process
of listening and service in his new community could be considered to be church. He then
talks about a need to look at the theological bases that other practitioners of fresh
expressions have used as a starting point for determining questions of ecclesiology (my
dictionary says this is study of traditions and style of church - but I would summarise what
he is trying to say as "being church"). The next chapter explores how different theologies
might or might not be applied to his own observations and practice in setting up a fresh
expression of church. The explanations and answers offered to various questions had a
wealth of theological references, but I struggled to see where it was taking me. That may
reflect my training as a scientist rather than a theologian. I also struggled with traditional
theological concepts, that to me are very much human theories albeit potentially derived
from theword ofGod, seemingly beingusedasa template for establishing church in a new
context. I kept reflecting on the words of the hymn, "God moves in a mysterious way his
wonders to perform". Surely fresh expressions constitute a new journey to be made with
God and in the spirit of trusting God to lead us? It seems counterintuitive to me (as a
scientist) to ensure that newcontextualmodelsof churchconform to traditional theological
concepts. It seems a bit like saying Einstein's observations are rejected because they
conflict with Newton's Laws. So whilst this is an interesting read, even for one who has
no formal theological training, I can only recommend it as something to read if you don't
mind the diversion into theology in the later chapters, which in my view was premature,
because the journey to establish the fresh expression was incomplete when the author
moved away from the new community in Northampton. It was perhaps too soon to look at
its destiny in relation to theology, or as the author put it in an opening paragraph of the final
chapter, "and argue that the cross shaped approach offers a useful theological lens
through which to ask evaluative questions of a new ecclesial community." (Ed)
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Covid 19 -
How will our experience of this outbreak change our future?
One of the things that I have learned, but don't always practice as rigorously as I should,

is to go over events that have been difficult and note what went well, what didn't and what
changesmight be appropriate in the way I do things.Whilst thismay sound good on paper,
it isn't always as easy as we might think to do it well. A setback that interrupts our normal
pattern of doing things is usually followed by an intense feeling of relief at getting back to
normality, with the result that we seldom stop to think of anything else. Butmaybe this time
it's different. This time we are repeatedly told we're here for a marathon, not a sprint, and
formost of us thatmeanswestill havea lot of timebeforewecan celebrate our release from
our captivity in our own homes. Our government and, I think, a majority of us, want the
advised change in our behaviours to be somethingwedobecausewesee it as a good thing
for the benefit of all, and we will probably do it better if we want to do it than if we are forced
to do it. That of itself is just one good thing that can emerge from the outbreak. It is an
acknowledgement of our interdependence and the important role that each of us has in the
welfareof all ourneighbours.Perhapsonegooduseof the increasedpersonal time, created
by the decisions taken to ensure that the impact of Covid-19 is controlled as well as
possible, is to thinkabout this andall thegood that has resulted from theCovid-19outbreak.
It seems to me that we should be asking ourselves what is going well, why it is going well,
and why it took an outbreak of Covid-19 to help us appreciate those behaviours that we all
cherish? We might do well to consider as well how we sustain those perceived
improvements in our lives when we are finally released from our isolation.
Identifying those things that warm our hearts and make us feel good about those with

whomwe share a small corner of the planet is not as difficult as wemight sometimes think.
The stories of people who have volunteered to help in their communities abound, and the
numbers who are offering their services to help our stretched NHS are also impressive.
These stories which are so powerful in the moment, yet so quickly forgotten, should warm
the hearts of everyonewho hears them. The tragedy of theway that "normal" works though
is that whenwe look back, it will not be to look for what went well, but for who can be blamed
for what went wrong. I think that it would be much more helpful to think about what went
right, what was good and to focus on how we embed that into our "normal" once this
outbreak isover.Surelyweshouldbeasking why it is thatwhen there isacrisis, themajority
of folk in our communities want to do the right thing, want to help others, and do their bit
to help us recover, so why not always?. So perhaps what we should askourselves, is how
to make that spirit of caring, of giving, of communal harmony one which pervades our

lives after the outbreak.
So if we pursue this theme, but put a different hat on now and ask ourselves these same

questions, but ask them in the context of our service to God and to our communities as
believers in and disciples of Jesus Christ. Do we see the hand of God in everything in the
world that is good, or do we see it as having no bearing on communal behaviours?
Personally I have no doubt about my answer to that at all. The teaching of Christ was very
specifically about a God, a Father in Heaven, who loved all of us, not just those who go to
Church on Sundays. The use of that connection was deliberate because we have been
living through a period in which our churches are locked, closed, but that doesn't mean that
God is locked out of our world any more than it means that for that period we are locked
out of his. I think that perhaps Richard Rohr has helped me to understand this in a very
succinct way in his book the Universal Christ. Let me share those helpful words with you;
"Christ is the light that allowspeople to see things in their fullness. Thepreciseand intended
effect of such a light is to see Christ everywhere else. In fact, that is my only definition of
a true Christian. A mature Christian sees Christ in everything and everyone else. That is
a definition that will never fail you, always demand more of you, and give you no reason to
fight, exclude or reject anyone." If we just hold on those words of Richard Rohr and think
about howmany people in a time of anxiety, a time inwhich they fear disease, isolation and
financial ruin, don't reject Christ but turn to him. They are not doing that in the hallowed
ground of locked churches, but in their homes and in their communities and by using those
technologies which can allow them to be with God, to praise God and to seek God's help
through their prayers in their own homes. Whether this is through groups on Facebook,
through broadcast services on radio, televison, You Tube or any other provider doesn't
matter. Let us recall how Christ called to faith those whom we might regard as the most
unlikely servants of God, from tax collectors, to Jewish zealots who opposed him. As Rohr
points out, these "lost sheep" found out that they were not lost to him at all and tended to
become his best followers. So as we contemplate a post Covid-19 world, let us ask
ourselves how we can help those who may think they are lost to Christ but are in fact not
lost to him at all. Will we best do that by retreating behind the doors of our currently closed
churches, or will we embrace what circumstance has called us to do in a crisis and reach
out to more of God's people by further developing our use of broadcast and social media?
This is but oneof thequestions thatweneed toaskourselvesasbelievers inanddisciples

of Christ. There are no easy answers but if we fail to address such questions we may be
distancing ourselves from the one we believe in, as God loves all human kind, and as the
current crisis shows he is and will continue to be more active in our communities than in
the closed buildings we call Church.(Ed)
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Spirituality - What is it?
What is spirituality? I knowwhat it means tome, but does that qualify me to sharemy

experienceswith others? Is it helpful if I do?Doesspiritualwellbeing in difficult timeshelp
us to cope? These are just a few of the questions that have been going throughmymind
recently, and whilst I don't claim to have the right answers to any of them, a brief look at
some of the literature on this didn't leave me confident that others, if they are honest
about it, could make that claim either. To explain how my train of thought led me to that
conclusion, Iwould like to stepback from thesequestions first and think about difference.
Although each of us shares this world with over 7.5 billion other human beings, each

of us has characteristics of appearance, voice and manner that would allow those that
know us moderately well to distinguish us from all the others. I am of course in making
this assertion ignoring the fact that one lifetime would almost certainly be inadequate to
seek and find one person randomly inserted into a population that large. But
nonetheless, that difference between each of us, makes each and every one of us
unique. Part of being unique is that intrinsic within each of us is an ability to adapt and
to change; an ability which is fundamental to the survival and development of all forms
of life. Those differences are reflected in part in the difference between each of us in our
ownDNA. These differenceswill now allow small amounts of our skin that are left behind
when we have touched something to be uniquely traced back to their owner. So when
I start to think about something like spirituality, why should I consider that I might be
looking at something which isn't unique to each individual member of the human
species? My own answer to that question is that I don't consider that spirituality is
anything other than unique to each individual. But what that process of thinking has
allowed me to do is understand why those with a scientific interest in spirituality, for
instance psychologists, have struggled with definitions. Definitions are important
because they permit us to accurately group things together and observe what happens,
which is why there is so much interest at the present time in testing for Covid-19 - the
unique sequencing of the viral RNA is a much more reliable measure of Covid-19
infection than symptoms of infection alone, symptoms that may be common to a range
of other viral diseases. It is for similar reasons that psychologists are interested in
defining spirituality and religion because they believe that armed with those definitions
they may be able to demonstrate more accurately the robust coping facilities and
feelings of well being that are linked to spirituality and religious faith. This of course has
the potential to open up a huge range of opportunity for improving mental well being -
which after all is the business, if not the raison d'être, of psychologists.

13

It is at this stage that we begin to confront the problems the psychologists face. It is
very easy to suppose that groups of people who confess religious beliefs and/or
spiritualitymight formdiscretegroups, but theproblem is that theydon't. Therearepeople
who identify themselves as spiritual and religious, others who identify themselves as
spiritual but not religious and some who identify as religious but not spiritual. Spirituality
has been very broadly defined as a quest to understand ourselves in the context of our
reason for existing, and to live in accordance with that understanding. Such a definition
leaves open the option to insert religious beliefs and values into it, instead of the phrase;
the context of our reason for existing. But what is the context of our reason for existing
if we espouse any religious belief? It has been suggested that spirituality is both personal
and subjective and is informed by a commitment to one's values. Those values might be
the same as those of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, or might be something else entirely.
So where do we go from here? It would seem to me that there is an innate hunger in

each of us to understand our existence in terms of it's purpose and where it leads us.
Religion can help us to satisfy that hunger, but it can have sociological connections that
make it very difficult for some people to accept, for instance young people who are
ostensibly in the care of religious foundations, yet have been the victims of sexual abuse.
There are alsomany examples of religious justification for conflict and intolerance, which
have left in their wake a history of mistrust that can span centuries, from the "Crusades'
to the "Holocaust". For these reasons I feel that any form of religious evangelism must
have at its centre two things, love for a deity and love for one's fellow men. That love
should never be confounded by fear. Spirituality is about relationships, relationships with
the world, relationships with fellow human beings and a relationship with a deity. None
of these are mutually exclusive, and our spirituality is a journey in which we come to
understand and to have increasing confidence and faith in each of those relationships.
Anxiety, stress and poor abilities to cope with whatever life throws up at us, are almost
certainly due in part or in whole to a failure of those relationships. The potential reasons
for such failure are both multiple and complex, and undoubtedly offer scope for trained
psychologists to help. On the other hand, the notion that we can learn the reasons for
failure by better understandingwhat success looks likemay be flawed. Relationships are
complex and often surprise us. How often have people said: they're an odd couple, "a bit
like chalk and cheese, but they get on like a house on fire". It is because we are each
different that we are not only unique genetically, but unique spiritually, and it is a constant
source of wonder and awe to me, that the God I believe in knows and loves each one of
us. I did sometimes wonder years ago whether God had left me out, or that I wasn't up
to the mark because I hadn't experienced a "vision" or other "Damascus Road" moment.
It came as something of a relief to know that many whose faith shines forth from them
hadn't had such an experience either. Each journey is different but the goal is the same,
and for those who suffer a spiritual vacuum, we can perhaps best help them fill it, by
listening, by loving, by caring and by reassuring - all things which help to remove fear.
(Ed)
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FURNESS FOOTSTEPS MEMORIES OF 2019

April 2019 - coastal defences near Roosebeck

May 2019 - route from Page Bank Farm towards Leece

July 2019 - heading towards the neolithic remains below Urswick Crags

August 2019 - stone circle on Birkrigg

We did manage one meeting back in February Coffee and Cake at the Water Mill followed by
a shortwalk. Thatwasanice day that felt like early spring. Aweek laterMike (whoowns theWater
Mill and lives in the house next door to it) posted some picture of the stream that had overflowed
its banks and flooded the car park and his garden. I don’t know if the café was flooded as we
haven’t been able to go there lately. In fact we haven’t been anywhere lately. So, no walks or
coffee and cake to report. A situation I suspect may persist for some time yet.
But nevertheless a few thoughts do spring to mind.
When Iwasworking inResearchManagementoneof themantraswas ‘looking for thedisruptive

technologies’ : Things that would change the way our products and services could be delivered
or the way we operated. We are all aware of ‘disruptive technologies’ in our everyday lives. The
internet for example. Or from a retail perspective the impact that technology has had on the way
people buy things. We can all remember the household names that once populated the
highstreets that are no more. And I’m sure we are all aware from the media of some more that
may soon be but fleeting memories. Those that failed to adopt or adapt to the disruptive
technology.
What’s that got to do with footsteps – well it’s more the forward bit I’m thinking of.
We have been hit from left field with amassive disruption to our society, to our normal lives with

Coronavirus. I do hope and pray that that you and yours are still safe and well, having either
avoided the virus or survived its effects and are well on the way to recovery.
Lock down has been a massive disruption to the way we used to live our lives. For Christians

it has meant we can’t meet together for worship. And that has meant missing out on fellowship
and very importantly sharing Communion as a worshiping community. For everybody it has
meant, no (or at best very limited) social contact with friends and families; in some cases, relying
on others for the necessities of life - like food; shopping becoming difficult.
What has happened in response to the lockdown is a whole range of innovative, experimental

uses of the internet and electronic communications to not only stay in touchwith friends and family
but to facilitate worship, prayer and sharing experiences. Online services are now a regular
feature on the internet and as we have spent less time running around doing stuff we have had
more time to contemplate ‘Life, theUniverse andEverything’ (curtesyDouglasAdams). Have you
noticed how clear the sky has been in April – pure blue – no airplane trails; and how the the birds
are singing – much less background noise to drown out their songs.
How is the virtual church working for you? There are more people joining our morning virtual

worship than attend in church – someof the names I don’t recognise (although thatmight be down
to my memory – or lack of it).
Over the coming months we should spend some time reflecting which of the experimental

means of being church have been effective and which haven’t, as we consider the church of the
future. Do send me your thoughts or suggestions to graham.clf420@gmail.com . I promise you
anonymity. Next month I’ll share my own and any of your experiences you permit as part of the
process of reflection on the future.
So until we meet again – Stay safe; Stay Well and God bless
Graham

mailto:graham.clf420@gmail.com
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or one to avoid?
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TITLE: LEONARDO da VINCI
AUTHOR: Walter Isaacson
PUBLISHER: Simon Schuster, New York 2017

Excerpt:With reference to theLastSupper:
" It turned out to be worth the wait. The result is the
most spell binding narrative painting in history,
displaying multiple elements of Leornardo's
brilliance. His ingenious composition shows his
mastery of complex rules of natural and artificial
perspective, but it also showshis flexibility at fudging
those rules when necessary. His ability to convey
motion is evident in the gestures of the apostles, and
so is his famed ability to follow Alberti's injunction to
make movements of the soul - emotions - known
through movements of the body.

Spend, spend, spend ..... or save, save, save??
As we all sit at home, those of us whose income has not been compromised by the

Covid-19 outbreak may well not be spending as much money as we would have done if
the outbreak hadnever occurred.Wecan't go out, weare askednot to use public transport
unless essential and our cars are used for trips to the shops or the doctors and little else.
Immediately thatmeans that fundswemight haveallocated to travelling andeating out are
not being spent but are sitting in bank and building society accounts and not even earning
much interest there. Meanwhile, those who run the hotels, the pubs and restaurants, the
places wemight visit on those trips away from home, are agonising over the future of their
businessand their staff are losing their jobs. This inevitably raises thequestion ofwhat can
we do to help turn this problem around. Observing the health measures that have been
set out for uswill help bring our period of isolationto an endas quickly as possible, butwhat
then? Should we be cautious and maintain a self imposed isolation, leave the money in
the bank, and just wait for a year or two - or should we get out of our homes, have some
of those days out and most importantly spend the money that has not been spent whilst
following the restrictions around the pandemic?
The reality is that if we don't spend the money there will be no employment for people

in those sectors of the economy that have been unable to function during the pandemic
and the related economic recession will be a blight on all our lives, not just on those who
worked in the leisure and travel industries before the outbreak. Sowhen things look tough
the shield of money in the bank may seem the more attractive option - but is it? There are
many aphorisms that describe this situation such as "no pockets in a shroud", but more
importantmaybe to just think about those things thatwehave done together to get through
the first,medical phase of the outbreak and considerwhatwould be best for all our futures.
The medical management of the outbreak was based on each of us taking the measures
that minimised the risk of passing on the virus, and the next phase will centre on putting
the economy to rights and getting everyone back to work. It might seem quite reasonable
to leave that to the business community and the politicians, but the world's market place
isn't in the hands of a few leaders, it is in the hands of all those who buy and sell. In the
same way that the rate at which a virus will spread is proportionate to the social contacts
that each of us has, so too the employment opportunities and the well being of our
communities is dependent on the money that each of us spends. Arguably it's as much
about what we do, as about what government does. Each time that 60million or so people
spend£1 it is a£60,000,000boost to theeconomy.Buyyour coffee, give tocharity, support
local events, especially charitable events, because the next generation may get more
value from it now rather than from waiting until we are each in our own shroud. (Ed)

Leonardo da Vinci is perhaps unique amongst artists of his own time, and perhaps
amongst artists of all time, in that his artistic output was heavily influenced by his own
curiosity. It was a curiosity that led him to study not only anatomy, light, and perspective,
but alsomathematics, geometry and engineering in very great detail. Such that Leonardo
is not only renowned for his painting and drawing, but for his anatomical and engineering
drawings which were in many areas unsurpassed for over 200 years. Before reading this
volume byWalter Isaacson, I was not bereft of opportunity to know something about him.
We already possessed some books relating to Leonardo including "coffee table" books
with examples of his paintings, a "Pelican" copy of Leonardo da Vinci by Kenneth Clark
first published in 1939, and a copy of Vasari's "Lives of the Artists". Sowhy, youmight well
ask, did I want to read another book about Leonardo?
My answers to that questionmight surprise you, but they are pertinent to understanding

both why I read it and why I would recommend it very strongly to anyone who was
interested in Leonardo and in understanding more about this man. My personal curiosity
in Leonardowas rekindled in the summer of 2019. The first occasionwas in Londonwhen
there was a day in which we had tickets for a concert at the Barbican in the evening, but
had not planned anything prior to that. After checking what was on by searching various
websites we decided to visit the Queens Gallery where there was an exhibition of
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Leonardo's drawings. It didn't disappoint, we spent about 2 hours totally absorbed by the
displays and were assisted by a very good audio guide which talked you through the
images in front of you. Last year, 2019, was the 500th anniversary of Leonardo's death,
and that no doubtwas amajor influence in the choice of exhibition for the summer of 2019,
particularly as Her Majesty's collection numbers over 500 pages of notes and drawings
that have been together since the artist's death. Leonardo's anniversary was celebrated
in other ways as well, and at the beginning of August we attended an evening at St
George's Church, Kendal entitled "Leonardo Shaping the Invisible" which was presented
by a group calling themselves I Fagiolini whowere led byRobert Hollingworth. They used
appropriate music to compliment Leonardo's drawings and paintings, accompanied by a
narrative delivered by Martin Kemp. Martin Kemp is an emeritus Professor in the History
of Art who has world renown in relation to his knowledge of Leonardo and is widely
referenced by Walter Isaacson in his book. The third reason is a selfish one, that I might
one day have an opportunity to hear the author address a meeting of alumni reflecting a
common educational heritage. The author like myself is an alumnus of Pembroke
College, Oxford where he held a Rhodes Scholarship a year or two after I graduated, and
is nowan honorary fellow. AsCEOof theAspen Institute and a previous chairman of CNN
and editor of Time Magazine, Walter Isaacson would be an interesting speaker. Rather
less vulgar, but an important factor in my wanting to read this volume by Isaacson on
Leonardo was that I have previously read and greatly enjoyed his biographies of Steve
Jobs and Benjamin Franklin. He has also written a biography of Einstein, which I have
acquired in a second hand bookshop but have yet to read.

So back to the book in question; Isaacson's account of Leonardo da Vinci. The two
things that stand out about this book for me are Isaacson's style and the way in which
illustrations are used. His style is easy to read, easy to understand and leaves you very
clear as to what is opinion and what is fact, the evidence behind the fact and opinion are
clearly set out without having to look at margin notes, but for the academic these notes
are there if they want to follow-up the references.The illustrations are proximal to the
relevant part of the text where they are primarily discussed, and you don't have to flip to
centre pages or the end of the volume to understand what he is saying about a particular
drawing or painting. When Isaacson describes and discusses an aspect of Leonardo's
innovation such as the applicaton of perspective or sfumato (sfumato derives from the
Italian word for smoke and refers to Leonardo's technique for blending shadow and light
without hard lines so that the effect is "in the manner of smoke losing itself in the air") it
is easy to grasp the point he is making and clearly illustrated when necessary.

It's not the cheapest of books but whilst I paid $22 in a bookstore in theUS formy copy,
I note that the current price onAmazon is nearly half that - so it isworth exploring theonline
price, as one can't immediately head off to a bookstore at present. Another alternative
might be to phone Sutton's bookshop (01229 588858) at the lower end of Market Street
in Ulverston, he has procured books quickly and at a competitive price for us.(Ed)
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The Last Supper - Leonardo Da Vinci - Refectory Santa Maria delle Grazie, Milan
Reading the biography of Leonardo byWalter Isaacson reinvigorated my interest in this

workwhichmight be viewedas both a triumphandadisaster. It was commissioned in 1494
by Ludovico Sforza who had very recently become the Duke of Milan.It is painted on the
refectorywall, andnormally the techniqueof frescopainting required thepaint tobeapplied
quickly to wet plaster which then remained fixed as the plaster dried. However this
technique was not consistent with the Leonardo's own ideas about the best way to create
the subtle gradations in shadow that he had been attempting in his painting to date. His
techniquewas to apply very thin layers of oil paint andallow themeach to dry before adding
a further layer. It was a technique based in part on his studies of light in which paint was
added to awhite background to control the colour and density that the viewer saw reflected
back. He did modify his technique here to some extent by the application of water based
and oil based pigments to the dry plaster, and finished the painting by early 1498. This
aspect of the work was a failure because within 20 years the paint began to flake. Various
attempts have been made to conserve it over the years, and hopefully the most recent
between 1978 and the end of the twentieth century will be more successful, but it is
estimated that only 20% of the paint originally applied by Leonardo now remains.
The triumph of this work has to be seen as something that justifies the expense of

attempts to halt further deterioration and preserve it. Leonardo was not the first artist to
illustrate the Last Supper, but his predecessors had produced static images; images that
failed to convey emotion. Leonardo wanted to change all that - and in my view, shared by
many others, he succeeded. It is easy to underestimate from words alone just how
emotionally charged the Last Supper was. Arrangements had been made for Christ and
the 12 apostles to celebrate aPassovermeal together in a room in Jerusalem,when Jesus
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suddenly said something that changed everything, "I tell you that one of youwill betrayme
- one who is eating with me." It is impossible to understand how we would feel in such
circumstances, unlesswe try to appreciate the effect that it had on the apostles. Leonardo
didn't shrink from that challenge, and that is what makes this painting of the Last Supper
so important and why it has such a profound impact on us - Mark's words might be seen
as an understatementwhenhe says, "Thediscipleswere upset and began to ask him, one
after the other, "surely you don't mean me, do you?" Perhaps sensing this, Leonardo
understood the need to convey the apostles' state of anxiety, and he did this by grouping
them into four sets of three, then concentrated the viewers attention on their movements;
to convey their emotions, by illustrating their gestures.
Starting on the left Bartholomew, is rising to his feet, his head thrust forward suggesting
not only surprise but challenge and a desire to protect Jesus. All three of the group are
staring towards Jesus and the other apostles and Andrew has his hands raised as though
to push away and say, it's not me Lord. In the next group of three the gestures are equally
telling, Judas who knows that his Master is talking about him is leaning back away from
Christ, and if you look closely you may be able to perceive the sac of silver coins firmly
clenched in his right fist. Peter on theother hand is leaning towardsChrist, but in his trailing
right hand, to the left of Judas upper right arm, you can see a knife. Peter is the one who
later draws his sword and strikes the ear off the high priest's slave in the Garden of
Gethsemane. Finally betweenSimonand Jesus is John,whoof all the apostles seems the
most impassive. That impassivity has been interpreted by some to indicate femininity, an
idea that was taken to an extreme in the novel by Dan Brown, The Da Vinci Code where
it is suggested that this is not John but Mary Magdalene. There are few other supporters
of that theory, and it should also be remembered that Leonardo himself was probably
homosexual, and might well have seen resigned impassivity as a virtue, and wishing to
convey to the viewer that not only did John know that the betrayer was not him, but so did
Jesus who shows a central dignity as well as impassivity. Leonardo has worked carefully
on the lines of perspective to make Jesus the centre of the picture (I have drawn some of
those lines in on the previous page to emphasise this. Isaacson has done this too in his
book. On the right side of the table, to Jesus' left, we have Thomas with an index finger
pointing upward which is a gesture that Leonardo uses elsewhere. Is this a reference to
his later doubts about the risen Christ? In the final group, Matthew although he has turned
his head away towards Simon has his arms stretched out in the opposite direction. Is that
signifying Judas or Christ? A similar question might be assumed from the gestures of
Thaddeus. Simon sits at the head of the table and directs the viewer's gaze firmly back
towards Christ.
For me this image is very important. It is important because it helps me to see, as I think
Leonardo clearly saw, thatwecan't fully understand the significanceof themoment unless
we share in the spiritual emotion of it, and that is what Leonardo has helped us to do.(Ed)

The Last Supper - left side of the table: starting at the end of the table: Bartholomew, James
the Minor and Andrew, then in the second group Judas, Peter and John.

The Last Supper - right side of the table: starting on the left from Jesus' upturned palm:
Thomas (with his index finger raised), James the Greater and Philip, then the final group at the
right hand end are Matthew (turned away from Jesus, although his arms are stretched toward
him), Thaddeus with his right hand cupped and Simon at the end of the table.



CROSSWORD MAY 2020 Based on

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES Chapters 2-8 (NIV)
WISDOM and WIT ....................
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March / April "Holy Week"
CROSSWORD

ACROSS: 2. JOHN 6. BREAD
7. EMPEROR 8. PETER
10. NOT A THING 12. COLT
13. SENT 14. EAR 15.
WEPT

DOWN: 1. ONE 2. JUDEA 3.
HELPER 4. POOR WIDOW
5. LORD 6. BETHANY
8. PARADISE 9. BRANCHES
11. GRIEF

CORRECT ANSWERS:

Avis Edmondson, Dendron

Joan Rough, Aldingham

22
23

1 2

3           4

   
5     6      

   
7    8       

  9  10

  11     
   

12  13           
    

  14      
  

ACROSS

3. The kind of sound heard on the Day of
Pentecost (7,4)

5. Who released the apostles from
public jail ? (5)

6. The sick were brought into the
streets in the hope of whose
shadow passing over them? (6)

7. Peter spoke to the crowd hearing
the apostles in their own language
by quoting from a prophet? (4)

8. He baptised Simon the Sorcerer
in Samaria (6)

11. Believers put their money at the
Apostles ? (4)

12. Barnabus means son of ? (13)
14. The book the Ethiopian official

was reading in his chariot (6)

DOWN

1. Description of fire that descended
on Apostles at Pentecost (7)

2. What the apostles were accused of
having too much of at Pentecost (4)

4. In Stephen’s speech to the
Sanhedrin who was "no ordinary
child" ? (5)

6. Peter asked Sapphira the ? of the
land (5)

7. Peter & John replied to the
Sanhedrin “Which is right in God’s
eyes…..? You be the ..?.." (6)

9. Description of Ethiopian Treasury
official (6)

10. Husband of Sapphira (7)
13. Stephen was dragged out of the ?

before he was stoned (4)

THE CURATE

The curate went to the bank and asked for a
statement of his account, adding the
comment: "We want to know how far afield
we can go for our holiday." Handing him his
statement the cashier enquired of him very
gently: "Have you got a field at the back of
your garden, Sir?"

A CRY FOR HELP
A man fell off a cliff but managed to grab
hold of a branch on his way down.He hung
there and shouted to the top, "Is anybody up
there?"
"Yes." came the reply, "God is up
here!"
"Can you help me, God?"
"Yes"
"What do you want me to do?"
"Let go of the branch."
There was an agonising pause.
"Is there anybody else up there?"

CHURCH TREASURER

TheChurch Treasurer was giving his report
at the Annual General Parochial Council
Meeting. He reminded them that last year,
"we were on our way to the edge of the
precipice, but this year we've made a big
leap forward."

SINNERS
Few sinners are saved after the first twenty
minutes of a sermon.

"He follows your
tweets - that's how
God always knows
what you're doing."

SOMETIMES YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT
YOU'RE CAPABLE OF UNTIL YOU STEP
OUTSIDE YOUR COMFORT ZONE...
EITHER BY CHOICE OR BY FORCE
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How churches have been doing things
differently..........

Because of the Covid -19 outbreak, our churches are currently closed, but that does not
mean that nothing has been happening. A summary of what has been happening and
where you can find further information is given below.At present there is no indication
from the Government as to how and when the current restrictions on communal
activities will be lifted. But when it is the response to that announcement will be
outlined electronically on church websites, diocesan and Church of England
websites long before the re-appearance of paper versions of ParishMagazines - So
if you have access to this electronic version of the May Church of Low Furness Magazine
and hence to our websites - please use them and share by telephone the relevant
information with anyone you know who may not have internet access.

Instinctively, we all like to meet together, not least to celebrate those gifts that we all
enjoy, and there is a sense of loss when that can't happen. On the other hand it is a mark
of inventiveness and innovation in response to need, that so many alternatives to
traditional worship have burgeoned in such a short space of time. What has happened
alreadyandwhatwill behappening in the future canbeaccessedusing thewebsites listed
below.

LOCAL
Websites:
Church of Low Furness: http://www.churchoflowfurness.org.uk click here

Tarn News: http://www.tarnnews.org click here

Facebook: Church of Low Furness Page - either use direct links from Church
of Low Furness website or if you have a Facebook account search for this Page from
your own account.
Rev.Lucie and Ramsay Lunn have live streamed and recorded an array of short services,
reflections and prayers in recent weeks includingHolyWeek. Details of further events can
be found on the Church of Low Furness website, and its Facebook Page.

FURTHER DETAILS OF CHURCH OF LOW FURNESS ON LINE
CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 28 AS WELL AS THE CHURCH WEBSITE

REGIONAL &NATIONAL
Many of youmay have enjoyed and joined in with services that have been live streamed

via the Church of England's and the Archbishops' websites and Facebook Pages. They
are available for access subsequently from these sites (see below). In our own diocese,
there were Easter messages from Rt. Rev Dr Emma Ineson on Maunday Thursday and
from Rt. Rev James Newcome on Good Friday and Easter Day, which were all very
apposite and helpful at this difficult time.

Websites:
Church England: http://www.churchofengland.org.uk click here

Archbishop of Canterbury: http://www.archbishopofcanterbury.org click here

Archbishop of York: http://www.archbishopofyork.org click here

Diocese of Carlisle: http://www.carlislediocese.org.uk click here

Facebook: Church of England Page, or Carlisle Diocese Page - either use
direct links from the appropriate website above or if you have a Facebook account
search for this Page from your own account.

http://www.churchoflowfurness.org.uk
http://www.tarnnews.org
http://www.churchofengland.org
http://www.archbishopofcanterbury.org
http://www.archbishopofyork.org
http://www.carlislediocese.org.uk


INFORMATION RELATING TO OUR CHURCH COMMUNITY
PLEASE NOTE ALL MEETINGS ARE SUSPENDED DURING COVID 19 OUTBREAK

Home Groups:
Home groups meet on Monday evenings at
the vicarage or member's homes at 7pm for
7:30pm for discussions on a variety of
relevant topics - It usually meets on 1st/3rd
& 5th Monday evenings. Please contact
lowfurnesschurch@gmail.com for further
information about future meetings.

Youth Notice
Anyone in year 7 or above, interested in
Confirmation classes should please contact
Rev. Lucie Lunn at the Vicarage, Tel: 01229
587200

Women's Institutes:
Rampside - Rampside Village Hall
every 2nd Wednesday at 7pm
Scales - Aldingham Parish Hall (Scales)
every 3rd Thursday at 7:30pm
Urswick - Urswick Parish Room
every 2nd Wednesday at 7:30pm

Tarn Supper Club
The Tarn Supper Club is a men's social
group that usually meets on the fourth
Monday of each month at "The General
Burgoyne", Urswick at 7:00pm - for Fun,
Fellowship and a Meal together. Contact
Graham Hopkins. Tel: 01229 588574.

Theology Reading Group
This is a new group and anyone who might
be interested is invited to contact Rev. Lucie
Lunn to learn more about it. Tel. 01229
587200

Midweek Services
ALL APPEAR IN DIARY PAGES 20-21
IN URSWICK CHURCH
Morning Prayer 09:00 Mon-Sat,
Compline 18:00 Sat.
IN URSWICK PARISH ROOM
Holy Communion 10:30 every Wednesday

Adult Confirmation Classes

These are available separately from those
for our youth (see opposite). For further
details contact Rev.Lucie Lunn at the
Vicarage. Tel: 01229 587200

Prayer Requests
If you would like to make a prayer request
please contact a member of the ministry
team, whose phone numbers are on page
26, and theywill arrange an appropriate and
confidential format for thiswith you.Or email
to: lowfurnesschurchprayer@gmail.com

Home Visits

Local Lay ministers, Babs Lowes (07854
185053) and Margaret Tate (833150) are
coordinatinghome/hospital visits foranyone
you know who is in need. Both Babs and
Margaret are in regular communication with
Rev Lucie Lunn, and arrangements will be
made for appropriate support if details of
those in need are passed on to either Babs
or Margaret. Home or hospital visits and
pastoral support will be provided for anyone
in our community and it should be noted that
those who do not attend our churches
regularly are as welcome as those who do.
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CHURCH OF LOW FURNESS PEOPLE & CONTACT DETAILS

Priest in Charge
Rev. Lucie Lunn

The Vicarage, Church Road,
Great Urswick, Ulverston,

Cumbria LA12 0TA
revlucielunn@btinternet.com

01229 587200
__________________________________

CHURCH OF LOW FURNESS
COMMUNITYMAGAZINE

Editor
George Nasmyth 01229 465636
dgnasmyth1951@gmail.com

__________________________________
CHURCHWARDENS

St Cuthbert's, Aldingham
Phil Lister 01229 468753
pllister@outlook.com
St Matthew's, Dendron
George Nasmyth 01229 465636
dgnasmyth1951@gmail.com
William Hamer 01229 869504
St Michael's Rampside
Brenda Webster 01229 821561
jwebster2@btconnect.com
Jim Webster 01229 821561
jwebster2@btconnect.com
St Mary & St Michael, Urswick
Maggie Turbitt 01229 587369
me.turbitt@live.co.uk
Jean Hopkins 01229 588574
gehop@madasafish.com

Graham Hopkins 01229 588574
gehop@madasafish.com
Sonjie Marshall 01229 587369
sonjiemmarshall@hotmail.com
Holy Trinity, Bardsea
Vanessa Rydzewska 01229 582286
__________________________________

Local Lay Ministers
Mrs Anne Cowley Tel: 01229 586075
Mr John Imlach Tel: 01229 582053
Mrs Georgina Sherwood

Tel: 07587 080709
Mr Martin Sherwood Tel: 07900 681097
Mr Graham Tate Tel: 01229 833150
Mrs Margaret Tate Tel: 01229 833150
Mrs Brenda Webster Tel: 01229 821561
Mr Jim Webster Tel: 01229 821561

Pioneer Lay Minister
Mr Graham Tate Tel: 01229 833150

Community Pastor
Ms Sonjie Marshall Tel:01229 587369

_______________________________

EMAIL addresses
to contact Low Furness Churches
for Administration and prayer:

ADMIN:

lowfurnesschurch@gmail.com
PRAYER:
lowfurnesschurchprayer@gmail.com

NEW WEBSITE
<churchoflowfurness.org.uk>
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